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Evidence currently supports the view that intentional interpersonal coordination 
(IIC) is a self-organising phenomenon facilitated by visual perception of co-
actors in a coordinative coupling (Schmidt, Richardson, Arsenault, & Galantucci, 
2007).  The present study examines how apparent IIC is achieved in situations 
where visual information is limited for co-actors in a rowing boat. In paired 
rowing boats only one of the actors, [bow seat] gets to see the actions of the 
other [stroke seat].  Thus IIC appears to be facilitated despite the lack of 
important visual information for the control of the dyad.  Adopting a mimetic 
approach to expert coordination, the present study qualitatively examined the 
experiences of expert performers (N=9) and coaches (N=4) with respect to how 
IIC was achieved in paired rowing boats.    Themes were explored using 
inductive content analysis, which led to layered model of control. Rowers and 
coaches reported the use of multiple perceptual sources in order to achieve IIC.  
As expected (Kelso, 1995; Schmidt & O'Brien, 1997; Turvey, 1990), rowers in the 
bow of a pair boat make use of visual information provided by the partner in 
front of them [stroke].  However this perceptual information is subordinate to 
perception of the relationship between the boat hull and water passing beside it.  
Stroke seat, in the absence of visual information about his/her partner, achieves 
coordination by picking up information about the lifting or looming of the boat’s 
stern along with water passage past the hull.  In this case it appears that 
apparent or desired IIC is supported by the perception of extra-personal 
variables, in this case boat behaviour; as this perceptual information source is 
used by both actors. To conclude, co-actors in two person rowing boats use 
multiple sources of perceptual information for apparent IIC that changes 
according to task constraints.  Where visual information is restricted IIC is 
facilitated via extra-personal perceptual information and apparent IIC switches 
to intentional extra-personal coordination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
